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1. Introduction 

The Internet and the World Wide Web have had a significant impact on business 
management thinking and practice. Globalization has affected how businesses interact with 
other businesses, and even how divisions within companies interact with each other, and 
has increased competition and consolidation worldwide (Murch, 2004). The new business 
models are supported by modern information technology such as the Service Oriented 
Architecture (Erl, 2005; Moser & Melliar-Smith, 2008; Newcomer and Lomow, 2004; OASIS, 
2006) and Web Services (Alonso et al., 2004; Champion et al., 2002; Chatterjee & Webber, 
2003). Supply chains (ComputerWorld, 2006; Wilson, 2005) are particularly affected by these 
developments in business and technology. 
The MIDAS (Managing and Integrating Demand and Supply) system that we have 
developed is an automated supply chain management system based on the Service Oriented 
Architecture and Web Services. The benefits of MIDAS (and of the Service Oriented 
Architecture in general) for supply chains are that it increases business flexibility and it 
enables businesses to adapt more quickly to changing business needs. The MIDAS system 
provides a loosely coupled distributed environment that allows customers, manufacturers, 
and suppliers to cooperate over the Internet and the World Wide Web. Generally, supply 
chain management considers three types of flow: 

• Information flow, which pertains to placing, transmitting and filling orders, and 
updating their delivery status 

• Product flow, which involves movement of goods from a supplier to a customer, as 
well as customer returns 

• Financial flow, which relates to credit terms, payments, payment schedules, 
consignment, and title ownership. 

The MIDAS supply chain system described here focuses, in particular, on the management 
of information flow. MIDAS, which is inspired by the build-to-order business model 
(Ghiassi & Spera, 2003; Gunasekarana & Ngai, 2005), enables customers to customize their 
products before they order. At the manufacturer, MIDAS receives orders from the customer, O
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and places orders with the suppliers, automatically and dynamically. The manufacturer can 
use one of several strategies to aggregate customers' orders before it starts processing them 
and to accumulate suppliers' quotes before it decides to do business with the suppliers. 
MIDAS allows manufacturers and suppliers to conduct a business deal online either by 
accepting a quote as is, or by negotiating. 
MIDAS aims to reduce inventory carrying costs and logistics administration costs, yielding a 
more efficient supply chain, by supporting on-demand, just-in-time manufacturing. MIDAS 
leverages existing IT infrastructure to enable users to automate their supply chains. It makes 
it easier for small suppliers to get into business with large manufacturers by facilitating the 
procurement process. It reduces human intervention on both the customer/manufacturer 
side and the manufacturer/supplier side. Most importantly, MIDAS aims to meet the needs 
of the customers on time, and to reduce the costs of the manufacturer by eliminating the 
need for a large inventory. 
In this article we describe the design and implementation of the MIDAS supply chain 
system. We discuss how MIDAS, and the Service Oriented Architecture and Web Services, 
support adaptation to change, interoperability, and scalability for supply chains, and how 
they can substantially improve the efficiency of a supply chain. We also present an 
evaluation of the MIDAS system, in terms of the customer's satisfaction as measured by the 
customer's response time, and the manufacturer's gain as measured by the number of orders 
aggregated or the best price ratio of orders. 

2. The MIDAS architecture 

As a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), MIDAS ensures that the IT systems of different 
enterprises can adapt quickly and easily to support rapidly changing business needs. 
MIDAS supports horizontal business processes that are distributed across the Internet 
between, among and within enterprises. Through its use of Web Services, MIDAS provides 
interoperability between legacy back-end enterprise software systems. 
By applying SOA practices to supply chain applications, MIDAS aims to automate the supply 
chain and, thereby, reduce human intervention, errors, and costs. The MIDAS software is 
modular, which allows it to be re-used at multiple levels of the supply chain. Moreover, as a 
SOA based on Web Services, MIDAS allows applications to be composed in a loosely-coupled 
fashion, and to be modified without disrupting the services provided to the customers. 
MIDAS enables customers, manufacturers, and suppliers to cooperate in a dynamic 
environment, as they have never done before. The MIDAS system in one enterprise interacts 
dynamically with the MIDAS system in other enterprises, which are accessed over the 
Internet and the World Wide Web. MIDAS supports communication between the 
manufacturer and the suppliers, even if the manufacturer did not have any prior business 
with those suppliers and, thus, it increases the ease of collaboration between them. 
MIDAS uses a UDDI Registry to allow a manufacturer to discover and select suppliers 
dynamically based on price, availability and delivery time of components. If an existing 
supplier becomes unavailable, it allows the manufacturer to find alternate suppliers on 
demand and to redirect its requests seamlessly to an alternate supplier. MIDAS uses a 
Reservation Protocol (Zhao et al., 2008) to improve the performance of business transactions 
that span multiple enterprises in the supply chain. Use of the Reservation Protocol also 
decreases the probability of inconsistencies for business transactions between the 
manufacturer and suppliers. 
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Typically, a Service Oriented Architecture is fronted by a client user interface that uses the 
underlying services. Depending on the business application, a customized user interface is 
provided for customers that use the underlying services. Although the MIDAS client user 
interface that we have developed is specific to the manufacturing of a computer, the 
components of which are obtained from different suppliers, the underlying MIDAS system 
is general and can be used by manufacturers and suppliers of other kinds of products. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Use of MIDAS in a supply chain 

We consider here a three-level supply chain and a single manufacturer; however, as shown 

in Figure 1, the MIDAS strategy generalizes to deeper supply chains with N levels, N ≥ 3, 

where a manufacturer is a supplier of the products it manufactures and a supplier is a 

manufacturer of the supplies that it offers. MIDAS is present at the businesses in the supply 

chain that act as both manufacturer and/or supplier. By considering the entire supply chain, 

MIDAS captures supply chain needs more effectively and provides faster adaptation to 

changing supply and demand. 

MIDAS makes use of the following concepts in supply chain management. A material 
consists of one or more components. For example, a material for a computer is a particular 
computer model, such as Dell XPS 1310, Sony Vaio SZ780, etc. A component is a particular 
category for which there are one or more supplies. For example, the components of a 
computer include the processor, memory chip, graphics card, network interface card, etc. A 
supply is a product that is produced by a supplier. For example, the supplies associated with 
a processor might include a 2GHz CPU and a 3GHz CPU. A supply can be obtained from 
one or more suppliers, and the manufacturer can select the supplier of that supply 
dynamically. A supply item is an instance of a supply. For example, the supply items in a 
manufacturer's order from a particular supplier might include 100 2GHz CPUs. 
MIDAS also uses the concept of logical inventory in supply chain management. Logical 

inventory is data, stored in the computers and databases of the supply chain management 

system that are related to the customers' needs and the customers' orders. With logical 

inventory, the manufacturer does not need to maintain a large physical inventory in its 

warehouses but, rather, can obtain the supplies that it needs on demand. 

At the manufacturer, the MIDAS system comprises the following modules: Materials 
Manager, Orders Manager, Database (DB) Monitor, Communication Manager, and Quotes 
Manager. These modules are shown in Figure 2. 
Customers obtain product information from a catalog provided by a Customer Web Service, 
which retrieves information from the Materials Manager. The Materials Manager relates a 
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material to its components and a component to its supplies. On receiving orders from the 
customers, the Materials Manager passes the information to the Orders Manager. The 
Orders Manager inserts, into the Orders Database, information about the customers and the 
products that the customers are interested in purchasing, and manages the status of the 
customers' orders. On receiving an order, the Orders Manager informs the DB Monitor, 
which scans the orders and triggers a business activity that starts purchasing supplies from 
suppliers. The DB Monitor checks the Orders Database and decides, depending on the 
particular strategy chosen, whether to inform the Quotes Manager to initiate a search for 
suppliers and communicate with them. The Quotes Manager handles Quote requests, and 
relates Quote replies to Quote requests. 
 

 

Fig. 2. The components of MIDAS 

Each of these modules plays a role in the two phases of the manufacturers’ processing an 
order from a customer. These two phases are: 

• Waiting phase, which involves the collection of orders from the customers before 
making Quote requests for aggregated supply items from the suppliers 

• Quotes phase, which involves the collection of Quote replies from the suppliers before 
making a decision on which supplier will provide the particular supply. 

The strategies used by the DB Monitor in the Waiting phase to decide whether to stop 
collecting customer orders and to inform the Quotes Manager are discussed in Sections 2.2 
and 4.2. The strategies used by the Quotes Manager in the Quotes phase to decide whether 
to stop collecting Quote replies and to make a decision on a supplier are discussed in 
Sections 2.2 and 4.3. 
The MIDAS architecture has interfaces on the customer side and the manufacturer side. 
Each interface involves different modules of MIDAS, and some modules of MIDAS serve as 
a bridge between the two interfaces. The Customer Service and the Manufacturer Service are 
discussed below. 

2.1 The Customer Service 
The MIDAS architecture is based on the premise that it is the customer's opinion that counts. 
Inspired by Dell's build-to-order model, MIDAS enables a customer to customize a product 
that the customer purchases by choosing the materials that constitute that product. The 
customer customizes a product order using a Customer Web Service that communicates 
with other services to obtain the materials necessary to manufacture the product and to 
arrange shipping and financing of the product. 
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The customer side of MIDAS deals with customer/manufacturer communication and 
interactions. The Customer Service provides the following functionality: 

• Provides catalog information 

• Receives information from the customer 

• Displays the status of the customer's orders. 
The customer user interface uses the Customer Web Service to interact with MIDAS. 
Existing Web Services frameworks ease the process of implementing the user interface that 
interacts with the services. In Section 3 we discuss Web Services frameworks in more detail. 

2.2 The Manufacturer Service 
The customers send their orders for products to the manufacturer, and the manufacturer 

processes the orders. At the manufacturer, MIDAS does not contact the suppliers each time 

it receives an order from a customer. Rather, it uses one of several strategies (discussed 

below) to aggregate orders from different customers. However, the manufacturer must not 

take too long to confirm a customer's order with the price, product delivery time, etc. 

The Manufacturer Service provides the following functionality: 

• Monitors orders 

• Searches for suppliers 

• Contacts relevant suppliers 

• Decides on the supplier(s) from which to obtain supplies. 
This functionality is discussed below in terms of the Orders Manager, DB Monitor, Quotes 
Manager, and Registry, shown in Figure 2. 

2.2.1 The Orders Manager 
MIDAS assumes that, the more orders the manufacturer accumulates, the more gain the 

manufacturer has. Thousands of supply items have a per item price that is different than the 

price the price of a single item. The Orders Manager tries to accumulate as many orders for a 

particular supply as it can. 

The Orders Manager collects orders from different customers and aggregates supply items 
(instances of a particular supply) for those customer orders. The Orders Manager then 
forwards the orders to the Database Monitor. 

2.2.2 The Database Monitor and the Orders Database 
The Database (DB) Monitor keeps track of the orders for each supply in the Orders Database 

and triggers order events, based on one of several strategies discussed below. When the DB 

Monitor triggers an order event for a particular supply, the processing of the order begins. 

The DB Monitor then informs the Quotes Manager to find appropriate suppliers for that 

supply and to communicate with them. 

The main problem for manufacturers that depend on suppliers is that, if a supplier is not 

available, the manufacturer cannot make progress. In a dynamic environment, a 

manufacturer must be able to find new suppliers as the demand arises and to satisfy the 

customers' needs in a timely manner. 

The DB Monitor uses one of the following strategies to trigger an order event and to initiate 

the processing of an order for a particular supply by informing the Quotes Manager to place 

an order for that supply. 
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• System user decides when to place orders: 
The DB Monitor provides information to the system user at the manufacturer about the 
number of supply items (instances of a particular supply) required for the order of that 
supply and the wait times for those items. The user triggers manually the Quotes 
Manager, which initiates communication with the appropriate suppliers. 

• Threshold number of supply items for a particular supply is reached: 
On receiving orders from the customers, the Orders Manager directs the DB Monitor to 
scan the database. If the number of supply items is greater than the threshold, the DB 
Monitor informs the Quotes Manager. 

• Timeout occurs at which an order needs to be placed: 
The DB Monitor scans the database at defined intervals. For each scan, when a timeout 
occurs, the DB Monitor informs the Quotes Manager. 

• Hybrid of threshold number of orders and timeout: 
This strategy combines the threshold strategy and the timeout strategy, such that 
whichever occurs first triggers the Quotes Manager. 

• Average wait time for a set of orders is reached: 
The Orders Manager accumulates the number of supply items for the orders from 
different customers. When a component has an average wait time that is greater than a 
threshold, the DB Monitor informs the Quotes Manager. 

The DB Monitor retrieves information (supply ID, amount to order, average wait time, etc) 
from the Orders Database. According to the strategy used, the DB Monitor decides whether 
it is time to contact the suppliers of a supply and then informs the Quotes Manager to do so. 

2.2.3 The Quotes Manager 
The Quotes Manager initiates communication with the suppliers, requesting the aggregated 
number of supply items. It submits Quote requests to selected suppliers, receives Quote 
replies with a proposed price, number of items, and proposed delivery time, and then 
decides on a supplier with which to place an order. 
The Quotes Manager retrieves information about the respective suppliers of a supply from 
the UDDI Registry. Having decided on the suppliers with which it will communicate, the 
Quotes Manager sends Quote requests to those suppliers initiating the second phase, the 
Quotes phase. After sending Quote requests, the Quotes Manager uses one of the following 
strategies to decide on a particular supplier with which to place an order. (It could order 
items for a particular supply from multiple suppliers but, for simplicity, we consider only a 
single supplier for that supply.) 

• System user decides on a supplier: 
The system user has control over the processing of quotes from the suppliers and 
deciding on a supplier of a particular supply. 

• Threshold percentage of Quote replies: 
The Quotes Manager continues to aggregate Quote replies until the total number of 
Quote replies is above a threshold percentage. For example, when the threshold 
percentage is 100%, the Quotes Manager waits until it receives Quote replies from all of 
the respective suppliers. 

• Timeout for Quote replies from the suppliers: 
The Quotes Manager continues to wait until a specific time. If the Quotes Manager 
receives all of the expected Quote replies before the timeout, the Quotes Manager 
initiates processing of the Quote replies. 
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• Hybrid of threshold number of Quote replies and timeout: 
This strategy combines the strategies of waiting for a threshold number of Quote replies 
and waiting for a specific time, whichever occurs first. 

• Average wait time threshold for Quote replies: 
The Quotes Manager accumulates Quote replies and when the average wait time for the 
Quote replies is greater than a threshold, the Quotes Manager initiates processing of the 
Quote replies. 

The manufacturer can define the number of items needed, the type of supply, and the 
delivery time expected. Based on the suppliers' offers, the Quotes Manager then updates its 
Quote request and sends the updated Quote request to the suppliers again, continuing the 
negotiation with them. 
Figure 3 shows an example sequence diagram for the Quotes phase. In this example, the 
Quotes Manager could not communicate successfully with Supplier C, perhaps because of a 
communication failure or unavailability of Supplier C's service. However, the Quotes 
Manager is aware of the total number of Quote requests that it sent and the number of 
Quote replies that it must receive. The Quotes Manager decides on the suppliers with which 
it will do business. Having decided on the status of a quote, the Quotes Manager updates 
the status of the customer order associated with the quote and informs the Orders Manager. 
Completion of a quote does not necessarily mean completion of a customer order. The 
customer order is completed once a decision about all of the different components for that 
order is made. 
 

 

Fig. 3. Quote Request and Quote Reply interactions 

As Figure 3 shows, there are two important decision points that affect the time the customer 
must wait to obtain information about the price and delivery time of the product. First, the 
Orders Manager accumulates orders for particular supplies, collecting as many as it can, 
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while not increasing the average customer waiting time, before it decides to proceed to the 
next decision. Next, the Quotes Manager accumulates Quote replies from the suppliers, 
aiming to make the delay for the customer as short as possible, while not missing better 
quotes after it decides. 
Note that, while waiting for Quote replies, the Quotes Manager is not blocked. All of the 
messages are sent asynchronously, and no assumption is made about the order of delivery 
of Quote replies. The time at which the Quotes Manager receives Quote replies from the 
suppliers varies according to the supplier's quote processing time. 

2.2.4 The UDDI Registry 
The UDDI Registry enables the manufacturer to find relevant suppliers of the supplies it 

needs on demand. The Registry Database keeps information about the suppliers, in 

particular, the contact information of each supplier and the supply IDs of the products that 

it offers. The manufacturer and the suppliers are assumed to use the same supply IDs, and 

the supply IDs are assumed to identify, uniquely, the supplies across different 

manufacturers and different suppliers. The Registry supports a fair business environment 

for suppliers where they have a chance of doing business along with their competitors. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Communication links and protocols used between the Manufacturer, the Registry, 
and the Suppliers 

Figure 4 shows the Registry and the communication links and protocols, as well as the 

structure of the Registry. A supplier registers by communicating with the Registry and 

passing current information about itself to the Registry. The supplier provides its contact 

information and the products that it offers. If there is a change (such as a change of address, 

offering of new products, or removing product information), the supplier must update this 

information in the Registry. After registering, the supplier can receive Quote requests from 

manufacturers using MIDAS. 
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There are tradeoffs between the amount of information that is kept in the Registry and the 
number of Update messages sent by the suppliers. The two extreme strategies for the 
amount of information maintained by the Registry are: 

• Maintain only contact information for the suppliers: 
In this case, the manufacturer must contact every supplier listed in the Registry, even 
though some suppliers do not provide what the manufacturer needs. The suppliers 
send Update messages (re register) containing only their contact information. 

• Maintain all the information about the suppliers: 
Here, all the information about the suppliers includes contact information, particular 
supplies that they offer, maximum number of supply items that they can provide, price 
per item, projected delivery time, etc. The Registry simply returns a list of suppliers 
with their contact information sorted according to the criteria that the manufacturer 
wants to see. 

In the first strategy, during the Quotes phase, the manufacturer spends considerable time 
sending and receiving messages in accumulating Quote replies from the suppliers. 
In the second strategy, the suppliers frequently send Update messages to keep their 
information in the Registry up-to-date. However, during the Quotes phase, there are fewer 
messages, because the manufacturer needs to contact fewer suppliers; in particular, it can 
eliminate suppliers that have higher prices and later delivery times. Keeping the price and 
delivery time information in the Registry not only complicates the running of the Registry 
but also increases the amount of information that the Registry holds. Moreover, a supplier 
might not be willing to reveal all of its price information and the kind and number of supply 
items in the Registry. 
Our implementation uses an intermediate strategy between these two extremes. The 

Registry includes only the contact information of the suppliers and the supply IDs of the 

supplies that they offer. This choice assumes that a supplier will not frequently update its 

catalog. If there were thousands of suppliers listed in the Registry, and the Registry contains 

only contact information, the cost of sending Quote requests to all of them would be quite 

high, particularly if there were only a few suppliers for a particular supply. Consequently, 

for the hybrid strategy, the Registry performs better in terms of message overhead than the 

alternative strategies. Moreover, by not keeping price information in the Registry, MIDAS 

allows the manufacturer to negotiate the price at which it is willing to buy from a supplier. 

The supplier might accept the offered price or revise its quote and send a Quote reply with 

an updated price. Update messages that update the Registry with the suppliers' contact 

information and supply IDs are still required, but there are fewer of them. 

2.3 The Reservation Protocol 
MIDAS employs the Reservation Protocol, which is an extended transaction protocol that is 
designed for business transactions that span multiple enterprises (Zhao et al., 2008). Business 
activities between the manufacturer and the supplier are executed as two steps. The first 
step involves an explicit reservation of resources according to the business logic. The second 
step involves the confirmation or cancellation of the reservation. For example, a 
manufacturer that is interested in buying a product from a supplier sends Quote requests to 
the suppliers in the first step. Once the manufacturer receives Quote replies from the 
suppliers and makes a decision, the manufacturer sends confirmation or cancellation 
messages to the suppliers. 
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Alternative transaction methods suffer in terms of response time and throughput when 
there are concurrent requests. During the transaction of a request, resources are not 
available to other requests, increasing the response time and decreasing the throughput. 
Because the Reservation Protocol executes each step as a separate traditional short-running 
transaction, resources are classified as available and reserved, which differs from blocking 
the resources until the current request is complete. Use of the Reservation Protocol decreases 
the wait time of customers, because MIDAS can complete the business transactions between 
the manufacturer and a supplier much faster, even though there are many concurrent 
requests arriving at the suppliers. 
The Reservation Protocol improves the performance of business transactions that span 

multiple enterprises in a multi-level supply chain. As shown in Figure 1, an enterprise can 

deploy both client and/or server middleware depending on business needs. A supplier at 

level N receiving a Quote request from a manufacturer at level N-1 can contact its suppliers 

at level N+1 to make a reservation to reply to a Quote request from a manufacturer at level 

N-1. Receiving Quote replies from the suppliers at level N+1, the supplier at level N can 

send a Quote reply to a manufacturer at level N-1. Depending on the decision of the 

manufacturer at level N-1, the supplier at level N sends a decision to its suppliers at level 

N+1. For traditional transaction protocols, the same scenario can result in longer delays and 

also inconsistencies in the databases of the different enterprises in the supply chain. 

3. Implementation 

The MIDAS supply chain system comprises software modules for the customers, the 
manufacturers, and the suppliers, as described in Section 2. The Web Services for MIDAS 
are built on the Apache Axis2 Framework (which is the core engine for Web Services built 
on Apache Axiom) and the Apache Tomcat Server (Apache, 2008). 

• An XML client API including WSDL and policy support 

• Support for various message exchange patterns 

• Synchronous and asynchronous function calls 

• WS-Policy driven code generation 

• A flexible service lifecycle model 

• Support for SOAP, WSDL, WS-Reliable Messaging, WS-Security, WS-Addressing and 
SAAJ. 

In addition, Axis2 provides data bindings that enable application developers to generate 
SOAP messages without concern for constructing or parsing them. 
As pointed out previously, although our implementation is specific to the purchase and 
manufacturing of a customized computer, the underlying MIDAS system is general and can 
be used for other kinds of products. 

3.1 The customer side 
Customers can access the MIDAS system and the manufacturer's catalog of products using 

their Web browsers. The customers are represented in the manufacturer's database, and 

authentication is required before the resources for a particular customer can be accessed. 

At the manufacturer, servlets use the Customer Web Service interface and make Web 
Service calls to MIDAS through the API provided. Figure 5 shows an example SOAP reply 
message for a catalog request. 
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Fig. 5. Example Web Service call to retrieve product catalog information 

Once the customer is provided with the product catalog, the customer can create his own 
customized computer by selecting a particular supply for each component. Figure 6 shows 
an example SOAP request message for the customer's purchase order to MIDAS. 

3.2 The manufacturer side 
3.2.1 The Orders Database 
The Orders Manager and the Materials Manager at the manufacturer use the Orders 
Database to insert, query and update the status of customer orders. The Orders Database 
includes the following tables: 

• Supply Table: Represents alternative supplies for components 

• Component Table: Represents the components of materials 

• Materials Table: Keeps information about the materials that the manufacturer offers to 
customers 

• SupplyComponent Table: Relates supplies and components 

• ComponentMaterial Table: Relates components and materials 
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Fig. 6. Example Web Service call to purchase a customized computer 

• Quotes Request Table: Keeps information about the Quote requests sent 

• Quotes Reply Table: Keeps information about the Quote replies received 

• Sales Table: Keeps information about the customers' order information. For each order 
item, new sales information is created. 

Figure 7 shows the relationships between the tables for supplies, components and materials. 
 

 

Fig. 7. The relationship between the database tables of MIDAS 

3.2.2 The Registry and Registry Database 
For the implementation of the UDDI Registry, we have used jUDDI (JUDDI, 2008), which 
runs with Jakarta Tomcat. The Registry is where the suppliers register their information 
(using the API provided) and where the manufacturers find that information (using the API 
provided). The suppliers update their information using authentication provided by jUDDI. 
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The UDDI Registry is backed with a MySql Server. The Registry accesses the MySql 
Database using JDBC. The UDDI Registry is deployed on one of the PlanetLab Nodes. The 
use of PlanetLab is discussed in more detail below. 

4. Performance evaluation 

In Section 2.2.2 we discussed different strategies that the DB Manager can use in the Waiting 
phase to aggregate orders from customers before triggering the Quotes Manager to 
communicate with suppliers. In Section 2.2.3 we discussed different strategies that the 
Quotes Manager can use in the Quotes phase to accumulate Quote replies from suppliers. 
The delay for aggregating orders, delayAO, affects the delay for accumulating quotes, 
delayAQ, particularly if the supplier processes Quote replies sequentially. 
To evaluate the different strategies that the DB Manager and the Quotes Manager can use, 
we used the PlanetLab global research network (PlanetLab, 2008). Figure 8 shows the 
deployment of MIDAS on our local network, with suppliers waiting for orders and 
customers sending their purchase orders from PlanetLab nodes across the United States. 
 

 

Fig. 8. Deployment of MIDAS on our network and on PlanetLab nodes across the USA 

We evaluated the time spent in both the Waiting phase and the Quotes phase of MIDAS, i.e., 
the time to aggregate orders and the time to aggregate Quote replies, under the different 
strategies. In addition, we investigated the probability that MIDAS makes a decision for the 
best quote possible. Finally, we calculated the average time needed to complete a customer 
order under the different strategies. 

4.1 Order process 
Before presenting the performance evaluation results, we present customer order timelines 
for a customized computer in order that the evaluation can be better understood. 
Figure 9 depicts the timeline of a customer order submitted to MIDAS in the Waiting phase. 
The customer retrieves the product catalog for a computer from the manufacturer. Using 
this catalog, the customer creates the customized computer and submits his order to 
MIDAS. In this case, the order includes five different supply items (processor, graphics card, 
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memory, hard disk, optical disk drive) for the components of the customized computer. On 
receiving orders from the customers, MIDAS first aggregates the supply items ordered, and 
then contacts the suppliers when the total number of items for a particular supply reaches a 
threshold or, alternatively, when a timeout occurs. Depending on the strategy used, the 
aggregation time for a supply varies. Frequently chosen supplies are aggregated faster than 
infrequently chosen supplies. The performance evaluation for the Waiting phase is 
discussed in Section 4.2. 
 

 

Fig. 9. Waiting Phase. Timeline of a customer order 

Figure 10 depicts the timeline of the customer order for the Quotes phase. After deciding to 
contact the suppliers for a specific supply, MIDAS retrieves information about the respective 
suppliers for that supply from the UDDI Registry. MIDAS submits a Quote request for that 
supply to those suppliers. A supplier makes a callback to deliver its Quote reply. Once a 
supplier has finished the process of making a reservation related to the Quote request, it 
sends a Quote reply using the callback Web Service. MIDAS collects these Quote replies and 
makes a decision about the status of a quote, which affects the status of different supply 
items. The selected supplier is notified with a confirmation related to the purchase. The 
suppliers not chosen are contacted with a cancellation of the reservation. Once a decision for 
all order items for a customer order is made, the customer order is complete. The 
performance evaluation for the Quotes phase is discussed in Section 4.3. 

4.2 The Waiting phase 
As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the Waiting phase of MIDAS is based on one of several 
strategies. Here we consider: 

• Aggregating a threshold number of orders 

• Timeout for a specific amount of time 

• Hybrid of threshold number of orders and timeout. 
We evaluated these strategies under different customer order arrival rates. In our 
evaluation, the manufacturer receives a total of 1000 customer orders. 
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Fig. 10. Quotes Phase: Timeline of a customer order 

4.2.1 Aggregating a threshold number of orders 
This strategy aggregates orders for a specific number of items for a particular supply before 
the Quotes Manager issues Quote requests to the suppliers. 
We evaluated the time spent to aggregate orders for 5, 10, 15, and 20 supply items with 
different customer order arrival rates (customer order arrives every 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 
seconds) and for the same number of alternatives (four alternatives) for each of the different 
components from which the customer can choose. The results are shown in Figure 11. 
 

 

Fig. 11. Order aggregation with different customer order arrival rates and four alternatives 
for each component 

As Figure 11 shows, the average wait time to aggregate enough supply items is higher for 
low customer order arrival rates. Moreover, the increased threshold delays the time to 
complete the Waiting phase. The threshold number of orders aggregation strategy keeps the 
number of supply items at a certain limit; however, a low customer order arrival rate might 
delay the order of a particular supply if that supply is not popular. 
For variable numbers of alternatives for the different components (e.g., 2 choices for the 
processor, …, 6 choices for the hard disk), the weighted average of the wait time during 
order aggregation is essentially the same as that for the same number of alternatives. This 
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behavior is expected because a supply that is aggregated faster has a larger number of 
occurrences but a smaller wait time. 
Customers will be satisfied if their orders are completed earlier. However, contacting 

suppliers with orders for more supply items is more favorable for the manufacturer than 

contacting the suppliers with orders for fewer of them. The more supply items purchased 

from the supplier, the more gain the manufacturer has. Thus, the manufacturer faces a 

conflict as to whether to be concerned about the number of supply items to aggregate 

(manufacturer gain) or to limit the wait time for aggregation of supply items (customer 

satisfaction). 

4.2.2 Timeout for a specific amount of time 
The timeout strategy keeps the wait time for orders at a certain level. Therefore, we consider 

the number of orders aggregated as a function of the customer order arrival rate and the 

timeout value. The results for the timeout strategy are presented in Figure 12. 

As Figure 12 shows, an increased timeout value results in the aggregation of a larger 

number of items for a particular supply. For the same timeout value, the customer order 

arrival rate affects the number of orders aggregated before the timeout occurs. 

 

 

Fig. 12. Order aggregation with different timeout values 

4.2.3 Hybrid of threshold number of orders and timeout 
Although we have two strategies for the Waiting phase, i.e., aggregating a threshold number 

of orders and waiting for a timeout to occur , it is better to use both particularly if the 

customer’s request rate is low or is not known a priori. Taking both strategies into account 

can obtain the threshold number of orders in less than the maximum wait time of the 

Waiting phase but still bound the wait time to allow the Quotes phase to proceed. 

4.3 The Quotes phase 
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, the Quotes phase of MIDAS is based on one of several 
strategies. Here we consider: 

• Aggregating a threshold percentage of Quote replies 

• Timeout for a specific amount of time 

• Hybrid of threshold percentage of Quote replies and timeout. 
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In the Quotes phase, MIDAS contacts the relevant suppliers and submits a Quote request to 
each of them. On receiving a Quote request, a supplier incurs some processing time before it 
replies to MIDAS using the callback Web Service endpoint passed in the Quote request. The 
manufacturer collects Quote replies concurrently in an asynchronous manner, and the 
suppliers respond to Quote requests after a processing time that depends on the particular 
type of supplier. 
The processing time for the suppliers, shown in Figure 13, is given by the following formula: 

 

The processing time depends on a random number between 0 and 1, and corresponds to 
processing times between 20 seconds and ∞. With a high probability, the processing time is 
close to 20 seconds, and with a very low probability, the processing time is ∞, which 
represents a supplier that crashes after receiving a Quote request from MIDAS. 
 

 

Fig. 13. Modeling of the processing time for the Suppliers 

The processing time also depends on a scaling factor to represent different types of suppliers 
with different processing times. The factors 1.06, 1.04, and 1.02 correspond to processing 
times in the ranges 20-400, 20-600, and 20-1200. Type 1 suppliers (factor=1.06) respond to 
Quote requests earlier than Type 3 suppliers (factor=1.02), and Type 2 suppliers respond to 
Quote requests in between the other two. 
The time spent before determination of the status of a quote depends on the strategy and the 
type of supplier (1, 2, or 3). Depending on the strategy, it is possible to decide the status of a 
quote before receiving all of the Quote replies. Aggregation of more Quote replies increases 
the chance of selecting the best quote. 
For each of the above strategies in the Quotes phase, we used the threshold strategy in the 
Waiting phase to evaluate the average wait time and the best quote ratio. The best quote 
ratio is the probability that MIDAS decides the best possible Quote reply. 

4.3.1 Aggregating a threshold percentage of Quote replies 
In this strategy, if the number of Quote replies exceeds a certain percentage, the Quotes 
Manager stops collecting Quote replies from the suppliers and completes the customer 
orders. Compared to the strategy of collecting all Quote replies, this strategy decreases the 
customer's response time (increases the customer's satisfaction), at the cost of reducing the 
best price ratio. 
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Figure 14 shows the average wait time the threshold percentage strategy in the Quotes 
phase. Depending on the number of suppliers that the Quotes Manager contacted, the 
Quotes Manager waits for the number of Quote replies given by: 

 

The results show a linear increase and then an exponential increase for the case that MIDAS 
waits to collect all Quote replies. The average wait time is dominated by the maximum 
processing time from one of the suppliers for that quote. The average wait time can be kept 
reasonable, although MIDAS must wait for 90% of the expected Quote replies. 
 

 

Fig. 14. Average wait time for the threshold percentage strategy 

We also evaluated the best quote ratio against the percentage of expected Quote replies for 
the threshold percentage strategy. The results indicate that the best quote ratio is 
independent of the processing time at the suppliers, i.e., the type of supplier. 

4.3.2 Timeout for a specific amount of time 
When the Quotes Manager collects Quote replies from the suppliers, it waits for a specific 
amount of time, delayAQ. When the timeout occurs, the Quotes Manager decides on a 
supplier for a specific supply for the customer's order and ignores late Quote replies. 
Because the Quotes Manager doesn't need to collect Quote replies from all of the suppliers, 
this strategy decreases the customer's response time (increases the customer's satisfaction), 
compared to the strategy of collecting all Quote replies. On the other hand, the Quotes 
Manager cannot always obtain the best price from the suppliers, because the Quotes 
Manager might receive the Quote reply with the best price too late and thus ignore it. 
The timeout strategy decides the status of a quote, either when a timeout occurs, or before 
the timeout when all of the expected Quote replies are received. As expected, our evaluation 
of the average wait time, i.e., delayAQ, shows that the average wait time increases as the time 
spent aggregating Quote replies increases. Moreover, the average wait time stabilizes 
around the maximum processing time of the suppliers. After stabilization, increasing the 
timeout does not affect the time taken to make a decision for the quote. 
More interesting is our evaluation of the best quote ratio for the timeout strategy, i.e., the 
probability that MIDAS catches the best quote given a particular timeout value, as shown in 
Figure 15. When the Quotes Manager decides the status of a quote early, the probability of 
catching the best quote is low because a better Quote reply might arrive later. Type 1 
suppliers that have a small processing time send their Quote replies early, which increases 
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the number of Quote replies aggregated in the Quotes phase. Once the best quote ratio 
reaches a maximum value, increasing the timeout does not affect the best quote ratio. 
 

 

Fig. 15. Best quote ratio for the timeout strategy 

4.3.3 Hybrid of threshold percentage of quote replies and timeout 
Although we have two strategies for the Quotes phase, i.e., aggregating a threshold 
percentage of Quote replies and waiting for a timeout to occur, it is better to use both 
strategies, particularly if the supplier’s response rate is low. Taking both strategies into 
account can obtain the threshold percentage of Quote replies in less than the maximum wait 
time of the Quotes phase but still bound the wait time of the Quotes phase of MIDAS. 

4.4 Customer order analysis 
Finally, we provide a customer order analysis in terms of the wait time that elapses before 
completion of a customer order, i.e., all of the supply items needed for the customer order 
have been ordered. Thus, the order completion time is the maximum of the completion 
times for all supply items i needed to fill the customer order, which is given by: 

 

The results of the analysis for the timeout strategy are shown in Figure 16 for the case in 
which MIDAS receives orders every 10 seconds and 5 items are aggregated before MIDAS 
enters the Quotes phase. 
 

 

Fig. 16. Order completion time for the timeout strategy 
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Under the same conditions, we investigated the customer order completion time using the 
threshold percentage strategy in the Quotes phase. The order completion time looks similar 
to the behavior seen for the wait time using the threshold percentage strategy in the Quotes 
phase shown in Figure 14. 
From these experimental results, we draw the following conclusions. To enhance the 
satisfaction of the customers by reducing the customer response time, the system should 
process orders as soon as possible. On the other hand, aggregating orders can benefit the 
manufacturer by reducing the manufacturer's costs. Thus, a conflict exists between the 
customer and the manufacturer, so a balance point must be found. The results also show 
that the Waiting phase could be adjusted to provide the minimum response time by using a 
hybrid scheme based on both the threshold and timeout strategies. The analysis of the 
Quotes phase shows that the manufacturer does not really need to aggregate all possible 
Quote replies. Above the best quote ratio, increasing the threshold percentage of Quote 
replies aggregated or the timeout does not affect the manufacturer's gain considerably, but 
delays the customer's order completion time. The strategies used in the Quotes phase try to 
reduce the response time by controlling the number of Quote replies received. The best price 
from the suppliers might not be captured because, again, not all of the Quote replies are 
taken into account. In the Quotes phase, both the threshold and timeout strategies reduce 
the customer response time at the cost of decreasing the best price ratio. Again, a hybrid 
strategy is preferable. 

5. Related work 

The MIDAS system is an application of the enterprise-on-demand model (Stone, 2004), which 
aims to bridge the gap between business and technology utilizing Business Process 
Management and the Service Oriented Architecture. Some predict that the enterprise-on-
demand model will have a greater impact than the client-server model and will be the killer 
enterprise application for the Internet. 
We have focused in this paper on information flow in supply chains, as realized by MIDAS. 
Wu et al. (2005) have also considered information flow in supply chains. They observe that, 
in a competitive e-business environment, an enterprise must be involved in managing the 
supply chain from both the upstream side (the suppliers) and the downstream side (the 
customers). They propose a novel approach that brings the business processes and services 
together to support supply chain management. 
As noted previously, MIDAS aims to automate the supply chain and, thus, to reduce human 
intervention, errors and costs, resulting in a more efficient supply chain. Dong and O'Brien 
(1999) have a similar objective, but they base their business model on the four criteria: profit, 
lead time, performance, and promptness of delivery. They analyze supply chain 
performance at two levels: the chain level and the operation level. At the chain level, they 
set objectives associated with the criteria for each supply chain stage in order to satisfy 
customer service targets and to select the best supply chain management strategy. At the 
operation level, they optimize manufacturing and logistics activities for the given targets. 
Jinho and Rogers (2005) have investigated the use of UML for building a flexible supply 
chain business model. They regard a supply chain as five view models with four business 
domains, where each domain consists of functions, resources, processes, interactions, and 
business rules. However, they do not describe a system that demonstrates their approach, as 
we do for MIDAS. 
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Yang et al. (2005) have investigated customization and postponement in supply chains to 
reduce costs, realize diversity, and improve agility. They consider four kinds of 
postponement in supply chains: supply, manufacture, delivery, and service. Waller et al. 
(2000) also investigated supply chain customization, and discuss market orientation with 
supply chain customization. Zhou et al. (2003) have also investigated customization in 
supply chains. They address mass customization, which supports customer innovation and 
which integrates mass production and customized production. 
MIDAS realizes the concept of on-demand, just-in-time manufacturing to reduce inventory 
carrying costs and business logistics costs, by maintaining logical inventory, rather than 
physical inventory in warehouses. Tanik et al. (2001) have proposed a zero-time framework 
based on what they call the T-strategy, which allows enterprises to adapt in a timely manner 
to changing market conditions. 
In our performance evaluation of MIDAS, we have considered the customer's satisfaction 
(measured by the average customer response time) and the manufacturer's gain (measured 
by the number of orders aggregated or the best price ratio). In contrast, Li et al. (2005) have 
considered the average supplier response time in their evaluation of supply chains. Giglio 
and Minciardi (2003) have investigated the modeling and optimization of supply chains that 
involve multiple production sites and multiple suppliers, using mathematical programming 
techniques that aim to minimize costs in the network. Zhao and Jin (2005) have investigated 
optimized coordination of supply chains based on relationships and dependencies. 
Wang et al. (2004) observe that appropriate supply chain partners have a large effect on the 
output value of a supply chain system. They propose an Internet-driven electronic 
marketplace that can provide an effective platform to select the right partners. In some 
ways, such a marketplace is like the MIDAS Registry. They present a model of procurement 
strategies, and discuss factors for the success of such a marketplace. 
There exist other papers on build-to-order supply chain management that focus on business 
and conceptual issues, rather than on the design and implementation of an automated 
supply chain management system. In particular, Gunasekarana and Ngai (2005) present a 
review of build-to-order supply chain management and a framework for development. They 
note that Dell, Compaq and BMW are the best examples of companies that have applied this 
strategy successfully. Graham and Hardaker (2000) highlight the role of the Internet in 
building flexible, agile, on-demand supply chains based on the build-to-order strategy. They 
note that the build-to-order strategy not only addresses diverse customer needs, but also 
lowers inventory stocks so that parts are pulled from the suppliers as needed, with almost 
no in-process inventory. 
Ghiassi and Spera (2003) discuss industry solutions and best practices for Internet-based 
supply chains that support mass customization. They emphasize the success of Dell in 
switching to the build-to-order strategy and gaining a 160% return on its investment. 
Lancioni et al. (2000) discuss the use of the Internet for managing the major aspects of supply 
chains, particularly for order processing, purchasing/procurement and transportation. They 
note that enterprises use the build-to-order strategy to achieve lower inventory costs (with 
somewhat higher production costs), track inventory more accurately, and report the status 
of orders. Fontanella (2000) observes that Internet technologies make foreign markets more 
accessible and make it easier to integrate foreign customers, suppliers and intermediate 
companies into the supply chain, increasing savings and providing innovation. 
Forza and Salvador (2002) discuss the difficulties in managing build-to-order systems. They 

focus particularly on the challenges due to custom customer orders, which must be 
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maintained and processed carefully. Kolish (2000) also discusses the difficulties of the build-

to-order model with the production of ships, airplanes and large-scale machine tools. In 

particular, he focuses on the coordination of fabrication and assembly with respect to scarce 

capacities. 

6. Conclusions and future work 

In this article we have presented the design and implementation of the MIDAS system for 

automated supply chain management. MIDAS allows customers, manufacturers, and 

suppliers to cooperate over the Internet and the World Wide Web. It aims to meet the needs 

of the customers on time, and to reduce the costs of the manufacturer by eliminating the 

need for a large inventory. As a Service Oriented Architecture based on Web Services, 

MIDAS increases business flexibility and enables businesses to adapt more quickly to 

changing business needs. 

At the manufacturer, MIDAS uses two phases in processing orders from the customers: The 

Waiting phase in which it aggregates orders from the customers before it makes Quote 

requests from the suppliers, and the Quotes phase in which it collects Quote replies from the 

suppliers before deciding on the supplier that will provide the particular supply. The 

manufacturer can use one of several strategies to decide how long to wait to collect orders 

from customers or quotes from suppliers. We have presented an evaluation of these 

strategies based on our implementation. 

We have described the services of MIDAS related to information flows. Relationships and 

dependencies between the components that constitute a material might exist. For example, a 

particular kind of video card might be usable only with a particular kind of motherboard; 

therefore, the video card cannot be processed before the motherboard is determined. In the 

future, we plan to augment the MIDAS system with a workflow component that handles the 

relationships and dependencies between the components of a material. We also plan to 

design and implement the services related to product flows and financial flows. 

The MIDAS system, presented here, deals with business processes up to the point where the 

decision to do business with a specific supplier is completed. However, the status of an 

order might change after the manufacturer has placed an order with a supplier. For 

example, if the delivery time changes, this information needs to be updated and the 

customer needs to be informed. MIDAS might use historical data to allow the manufacturer 

to make decisions at two decision points, the decision to issue Quote requests after 

collecting orders from the customers and the decision to stop collecting Quote replies and 

place an order with a particular supplier. Depending on the rates at which the customers 

place orders, the DB Monitor can adjust its timeout or threshold values accordingly. The 

Quotes Manager can select better suppliers dynamically by waiting until it receives Quote 

replies from the suppliers whose Quote replies were previously ignored because they were 

too late. 
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